How the modern web enables
digital agencies to deliver web
projects 12x faster
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Say hello to the modern web
The web is evolving. To build deep connections with customers amongst a
sea of cookie-cutter templates and website builders, companies need a
web presence that is authentic and unique. It’s no longer good enough to
have an online presence. It must be exceptional. 


Creating exceptional, hand-crafted websites that truly reflect a brand’s
values is an undertaking across multiple disciplines. Such an undertaking
takes time. The information architecture and structure of the pages need to
be well thought out, the design needs to be top-notch, and the interactive
elements need to be polished and seamless. It also needs to perform.
Website performance has a huge influence on how customers perceive a
brand — the probability of bounce increases 32% as page load time goes
from 1 second to 3 seconds1. Customers expect near-instant experiences on
the web no matter where they are in the world. Anything less and they’ll
look elsewhere.


To exceed customer expectations is a high bar, especially when a company
doesn’t have deep pockets to fund a large development team. Increasingly,
companies are leveraging the expertise of digital agencies to gain an edge
over their competition and provide extraordinary digital experiences to
their customers. Digital agencies are at the forefront of modern web
technologies and trends, allowing them to constantly push the boundaries
of what is possible on the web. 


The growing demands on digital agencies are forcing many to reevaluate
their processes and technology. Fast feedback loops and development
cycles are more important than ever. Technology stacks that prioritize
simplicity, usability, and speed are emerging as clear competitive
advantages, as they allow agencies to deliver websites faster with better
experiences for end customers.
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Building with the modern web
The technology stack driving the modern web is Jamstack. It’s an approach
that goes against the heavyweight, monolithic systems of the past by
promoting lightweight, pre-rendered web pages built with the latest web
technology. It not only makes development faster, it also helps make
websites faster, more secure, and easier to scale. 


The approach is exploding in popularity with a thriving ecosystem of
Jamstack hosting providers, content management systems, static site
generators, backends, and other services. A growing number of digital
agencies are leveraging these services and a Jamstack approach to deliver
projects 12x faster than before.
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12x your delivery speed with the right Jamstack tools
Leading digital agencies are moving away from legacy monolith code bases
and instead combining lightweight, specialized tools to deliver web projects
12x faster. The decoupled nature of Jamstack allows agencies to combine the
best tools for their client’s needs. The foundation of a cohesive Jamstack
project comes with three tools:

Static site generator (SSG)
The tool that powers the website build process. There’s an extensive range of
SSGs available, and all come with their own benefits and tradeoffs. The client
or development team will often have particular technology requirements or
preferences which can dictate this choice. 


One of the main benefits an SSG brings to the table is developer efficiency.
In the past, developers have sacrificed the efficiencies of their beloved Git
workflows and learned complicated, bloated frameworks in order to build
corporate websites. SSGs flip these antiquated systems on their heads by
removing the labor-intensive backend work, bringing Git into the core
development cycle, and putting the developer’s focus and energy into what
the end-user actually sees — the frontend. It’s a more agile process that lets
developers focus on adding real value.
Talent acquisition and retention is another major benefit of developing with 

SSGs. To build the best websites, digital agencies need the best team. The
demand for web developers is expected to grow 13% by 2030, substantially
more than other professions2. In this rapidly growing talent pool, digital
agencies are under greater pressure to acquire and retain top web developer
talent.
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Monolithic systems require a diverse set of technical skills to build for and
often use technologies most dreaded by developers3. To cover the diverse
skill set required involves either hiring a team of specialists or finding
individuals with broad skillsets, both of which are expensive.

In contrast, the technical knowledge required to build websites with an SSG
is far simpler. With an understanding of the fundamental building blocks of
the web — HTML, CSS, and JavaScript — a developer can rapidly get up to
speed and contribute to a Jamstack website. These technologies are revered
by developers4 and have a large talent pool available, making it easier for
digital agencies to attract top talent.

“I can pull a site down and run it on Jekyll on my local
machine and it is a relatively straightforward process. For me
that’s magic. I really like the fact that I have that control.”
Viv Barakat — Lumina

Content Management System (CMS)



Clients are only as empowered as the tools they’re given. All too often, digital
agencies are inundated with client requests for small content tweaks. Not only
is this frustrating to clients, who want the autonomy to update content on their
website themselves, it puts an extra (and mundane) workload on the digital
agency. To combat this, digital agencies can improve client happiness and
reduce support costs by choosing a CMS that focuses on the website content

editing experience. 



Many CMSs compromise the client editing experience by managing content in
a series of abstract form fields. Clients are forced to imagine how and where
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that content will be used on the website. Visual editing is emerging as a
critical CMS feature that counteracts this. Clients manage content directly
on their website. Their editing interface reflects exactly what the live website
will show, with no guesswork necessary.  


Jamstack CMSs come in two forms: Git-based and API-based. A Git-based
CMS stores content in a Git repository owned by the client or agency. An
API-based CMS stores content in a third-party service.

Hosting
In order to make the most of digital marketing spend, a fast-loading website is a
must. Not only does a high-performing website retain more users (53% of
mobile visitors will leave a site if it takes more than 3 seconds to load)5, it’s a key
ranking factor for search engines. 


The new wave of Jamstack hosting platforms are built for performance, stability,
and developer experience. Instead of developers manually copying files to the
server, Jamstack hosting providers have an automated CI/CD pipeline from Git
to a global CDN. 


By pre-rendering websites and serving from a highly tuned CDN, websites
hosted on leading Jamstack hosting platforms are among the fastest on the
internet. In turn, this creates a better user experience for a global audience,
lower bounce rate, and higher searching engine ranking.


In addition to the performance gains, Jamstack hosting platforms automate the

DevOps and drastically reduce infrastructure complexity by taking care of the 

provisioning, maintaining, and patching of servers. Agencies simply point their
client’s domain name at their chosen platform. They'll have an automatically
provisioned SSL certificate, the cache will clear whenever content is updated,
and they will be able to scale to handle even the most demanding traffic
volumes.
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Bringing it all together
Forward-looking digital agencies who select top-tier Jamstack tooling see not
only significant gains in their own efficiencies, but a higher quality end product
and more satisfied clients. Better margins, less support, less maintenance, more
time adding value. It’s an approach that gives a major competitive advantage in
a world of increasing pressure and demand on digital agencies.
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Introducing new clients to Jamstack
While Jamstack is becoming a common part of the lexicon in the developer
community, most clients are more familiar with platforms such as WordPress
and Squarespace. As key advocates for client technology decisions, it is up to
digital agencies to educate their clients about the benefits of a Jamstack
approach. The pitch needs to be tailored to each role in the company:

Technical clients
Start-ups and digital product companies will usually have a sizable technical
team and engineering culture. These types of clients may already be aware of
the Jamstack or at least many of the technologies in the stack. 


These are typically the easiest type of client to get on board as they’ll quickly
pick up on the technical benefits of the approach
Faster — High-performing websites without a DevOps team
Simpler & secure — Simple web technologies with minimal surface area
for hackers to attack
Reducing administration/maintenance — No software patching, fewer
support emails from non-technical team members, no provisioning
servers.


Technical clients will have strong opinions about the technologies used and
want validation that a digital agency has the technical capabilities to deliver.
It’s important to gather deep specifications on a client’s current technology
stack, what they’re looking for in a platform, and how it will fit into their
infrastructure. This can all be distilled into a comprehensive technical design
document with your proposed solutions and the advantages/disadvantages
of each.
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“There is no transparency in WordPress' plugins, and you are
so dependent on them. When looking at the codebase, I
would often ask, where is some of this coming from?”
Matt Ellison — Cubicflow

Non-technical clients
1. How easy is it to load and publish content?

2. How much can I do without the help of a developer?


Digital agencies need to answer both of these questions to get the content
team enthusiastic about a proposal. The best way to answer these questions is
to set up a demo of the content management system which closely reflects the
structure of the final website. This gives the client a chance to add their own
content, test out the publishing workflows, and see how intuitive the system is
to use. The more intuitive the content editing, the more likely a digital agency
can win over the content team.

Marketing clients
Marketing clients have almost certainly never heard of Jamstack or care about
static websites. What they do care about is their marketing objectives. To win
over these clients, digital agencies need to understand their objectives and
align them to the benefits of Jamstack. For example
Content focus — Website performance is a key ranking factor for search
engines. Taking a Jamstack approach enables the site to be among the
fastest on the internet and rank higher in search engines as a result.
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Digital Advertising focus — Website conversion rates drop by an average
of 4.42% with each additional second of load time (between seconds
0-5)6. A Jamstack approach helps marketers make the most of their
digital ad spend by ensuring the website loads in an instant
Landing page focus — Time is of the essence when setting up new
landing pages for a campaign. Using a CMS that removes guesswork (and
the fear of messing up the page) allows the marketing team to spin up
higher quality landing pages, faster.


Ultimately, marketing teams want to build a deeper connection with their
customers and react rapidly as they learn and discover more. Jamstack is a
lightweight approach that allows teams to be more nimble and faster
moving.

Enterprise clients
The biggest difference in working with enterprise clients is compliance.
Platforms need to be vetted for security and to ensure they integrate with
the company’s existing systems. Enterprise clients may have strict
requirements on where their site can be hosted, on review and publishing
workflows, on SSO and SLAs — the list goes on. 


Where digital agencies can win over these clients is understanding these
requirements and constraints, choosing technologies that fit these
requirements, and building relationships with the key engineering and
marketing stakeholders on their team.

Working with the client’s existing stack
Many clients will have a WordPress, Adobe Experience Manager or other
CMS platform already set up. Exploring the client’s feelings towards their
existing stack is an essential step towards understanding their requirements.
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If clients loathe their current stack, digital agencies need to understand why.
Often their dislike falls into one or more of the following categories

Content editing is too complicate
The platform requires excessive maintenanc
Development is slow-moving due to complexit
The platform is too expensive and bulky for the use-cas
It doesn’t empower its most frequent users — content editors



From here agencies can pitch a platform that addresses these limitations.



If the client likes parts of their current stack, digital agencies can look at
pitching a hybrid approach. For example, a company could continue to use
their WordPress stack for content editing, but replace the traditional
WordPress theme structure with a Jamstack approach by using the
WordPress headless API. 



Often, the backend moves slower than the front end. Disconnecting the
front and backend through a headless API allows each piece to develop
independently and at their own pace. A digital agency can completely swap
out one side of the stack without impacting the other. 



Finally, if a client praises their current stack, digital agencies can look to
optimize development workflows within that ecosystem. Often times this
means forgoing a Jamstack approach and focusing on component-driven
development instead.
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dinsey.cloudvent.net

Editable everything.
Edit your page contents directly on your site
with CloudCannon’s intuitive Visual Editor.



CloudCannon as your 

all-in-one Jamstack provider

Create complex pages with prebuilt
components, adding new content to them
when required.
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Edit your page contents directly on your site
with CloudCannon’s intuitive Visual Editor.


Create complex pages with prebuilt
components, adding new content to them
when required.

CloudCannon combines the essential parts of a Jamstack project —
CI/CD, CMS, and hosting — into a single, easy-to-setup, platform. Our
Git-based CMS enables clients to manage their content using a
component-based visual editor, and all content edits save back to Git
allowing developers and editors to work seamlessly together.
CloudCannon sets up a continuous delivery pipeline from your Git
repository to our global delivery hosting infrastructure, so you can
focus on delivering amazing web projects to your clients. 


Discover how CloudCannon can help you deliver quality web projects
12x faster.

Talk to an expert
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